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Lega dei Giovani Comunisti
degli Stati Uniti d'America

Dear comrades of the LYCUSA,

the current political phase is characterized by important upheavals on the
international front: not only concerning current conflicts, first of all the war in
Ukraine, but also the show of strength that the US Government is carrying out in
multiple scenarios, Taiwan above all. The USA keep generating conflicts,
rejecting every diplomatic solution, preferring military ones. The decline of the
USA is evident: the flee from Afghanistan has sanctioned the end of an
"adventure" for the USA, the loss of influence in the Middle East, the rise of
progressive governments in South America, the economic rise of China and its
policy of diplomatic cooperation with other nations. These are only some of the
factors that are threatening the leadership of the USA; the neverending attempts
for war by the USA are the last resort they have to try to maintain their power over
other nations. A strategy that every day is threatening the life of people and
populations.

As young people we have the duty to fight imperialism, asking for the end of
every current conflict. The efforts we are enduring in Italy go in this directions and
will be matter of study during our Second National Conference. We know very
well that Your organization during these years is working on this big and
necessary matter, we know that it will be a topic during Your Second Congress.
Young communists have to take on the duty to create a vast movement for peace.
We have to do our best so that NATO will cease to exist; our protagonism is



needed, comrades.
We must not allow other victims to be caused by war, we must not allow the
working class to be exploited by this profoundly unjust system. The new
economic crisis has caused 76 million of new unemployed young people during
this current year. The young are also the ones paying for the economic crisis. We
are currently witnessing the dismantling of fundamental rights on the West: lack
of a proper healthcare, cuts to education funds, the raising of the retirement age,
are only some of the right we are being stolen of.

The environmental disasters that we are witnessing since the beginning of the
year, for last, have to lead us to a serious analysis about this topic and have to call
us for the maximum effort on this topic too.
United.

We gladly salute Your Second Congress and we wish You the best work possible.

Long live labor and the struggle!

Long live Marxism-Leninism!

Long live the League of Young Communists USA!
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